The Ascolite® SF Super-Flex Swiss made yarn offers the highest elasticity in the market. Assuring slimmer appearance and more buttons wrapped, ideal for shirts and blouses.
Ascolite® SF Super-Flex

Ascolite® SF is characterized by

**Stronger heat-sealing layer**
- higher proportion of melting component
- bonds wrapping TF-Yarn together
- eliminates loose ends and tails
- prevents loosening of buttons during use
- slim, elegant look of button shank

**Coloured component**
- washing and dry cleaning proof
- 17 colours

**Flexible Elastane core**
- 250 meters per cone
- up to 540% elasticity, the highest of its kind
- high gripping force
- resistant to washing fatigue
- high tenacity and tensile strength wraps
- up to 11’000 buttons
- certified by Oekotex Class I for baby wear and by REACH
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